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In May 1788 the retirement of Col. John Hunter in Bath was interrupted by an
unwelcome letter from David Barclay, an important Quaker merchant in London.
Barclay noted that he was settling the accounts of Messrs Hanbury, Thomlinson,
Colebrooke and Nesbitt, who had been financial contractors to the British Treasury
during the Seven Years War in North America between 1754 and 1763. Most of the
partners had long since passed away and America was now definitely outside its
jurisdiction, but the Audit Office in London had recently reopened the contractors’
accounts and was now accusing them of having corruptly padded their invoices with
unnecessary sub-agents and extortionate demands for commission and compensation,
and sometimes even misappropriating funds outright. Hunter had been the
contractors’ agent in Virginia during the war and Barclay asked him to help them
answer these allegations, by revisiting the questions of corruption, patronage and
influence which had soured political relations in North America up to 1776. The
letters and papers retrieved by Hunter and Barclay as they prepared their case for the
Audit Office in the 1780s provide a revealing story about the nature of corruption
during the Seven Years War, and the atmosphere of shared incomprehension and
mutual suspicions that helped to produce it. Military finance in this period was
already both complex and opaque, but contractors such as Hunter also found
themselves caught between the incompatible demands of the Treasury, the army and
the Audit Office, and the realities of transatlantic and colonial finance.

Not only in their submissions to the Audit Office but also in the privacy of their own
correspondence, Hunter and the contractors had no doubt that they had served the
British public faithfully and effectively, and that they had been ‘gentlemen of
influence, … [and] the success of the British arms may … be fairly imputed to their
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power and credit, and the exertion of their agents in America’.2 Their submissions to
the Audit Office in the 1780s were intended to bring this point out even further rather
than to pull the wool over its eyes. They tried to show that the additional staff Hunter
had hired had been necessary to support imperial forces in North America, and their
compensation and charges had been a fair return for the challenges and difficulties
they had faced. The contractors had not always understood what he was doing, but
because they trusted his personal loyalty to them and his broader loyalty to the public
interest they were prepared to defend him, while similar sets of connections enabled
Hunter to defend the actions of his own agents in North America. These formed a
network of shared trust that helped to coordinate the business of remittance and to
extract enough money from the colonial economy to ensure that the army never ran
short. To imperial officials and colonial elites not in this network, however, it was
impossible to distinguish his actions from self-interest, especially where their own
department suffered from the choices that Hunter had made. His experience serves to
show that corruption in this period was a complex phenomenon which did not always
reflect clear and unambiguous malfeasance but could also arise from confusion,
misunderstandings, and competing views of the public interest even within the
relatively cohesive matrix created by the imperial state and its colonial contractors.

-I-

Contractors were part of a much wider framework of collaborative imperial rule in the
eighteenth-century British Atlantic. ‘Wherever historians have looked’, argues Jack
Greene, ‘… they have found that [imperial] authority structures [in North America]
2
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have been created not strictly by imposition from the top down or from the center out,
but through an elaborate process of negotiation among the parties involved’, in which
shared interests created the basis for common action.3 Britain itself relied heavily on
contractors to assemble provisions and ship them out to the imperial forces operating
overseas4, and their efforts in the mid-eighteenth century were supplemented by local
contractors in North America such as Thomas Hancock in Boston or David Franks in
Philadelphia.5 This enabled imperial forces to project power effectively even in the
furthest reaches of the continent, far beyond the limited regions accessible by naval
power. The simultaneous consolidation of imperial power in South Asia reflected a
similar process of collaboration between imperial and colonial interests. As the East
India Company began to assume the responsibilities of a sovereign state after 1757,
Christopher Bayley, Randolf Cooper, Lakshmi Subramanian and others have shown
that the burgeoning fiscal and military establishments generally chose to work
through local rulers, townsmen and bazaars to deliver supplies to Company armies,
themselves composed mainly of local military labour or sepoys.6 This not only
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supported these armies in the field but also bound important political and mercantile
groups into the coalition of interests that the Company was building in South Asia.7

Indeed, the imperial state in North America and South Asia often had no choice but to
collaborate with colonial groups. Military officials arriving in North America in the
1750s found that trade was booming but very little cash or coin was in circulation, due
to negative balances of trade which drew bullion and specie out of the region in return
for imports of British and European manufactures.8 Unless the government proposed
to bankrupt itself and the British economy by shipping out vast quantities of silver and
gold coin to North America, it therefore had no choice but to rely on raising money
for the army locally by offering ‘bills of exchange’.9 These bills acted like modern
checks, paying out a fixed sum in London or elsewhere to the bearer, which colonial
merchants could buy for cash in America and send to their British suppliers to pay for
the goods they had received. Prices for bills and thus the rate of exchange therefore
rose and fell depending on the state of trade, the supply of bills and the availability of
cash to buy them, and circulated within the wider structure of trust and reputation that
held together transatlantic commerce and finance. To supply the troops and provision
contractors with cash there were no choice but to rely on local merchants, who were
embedded in these networks of trust that mediated access to cash or credit and could
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use them to find money.10 ‘They have a continual intercourse with the merchants of
this country’, one official noted in June 1760, for example, ‘[and] are become
acquainted with their credit and fortunes, [and] with the nature or extent of their trade,
and are at least the best judges of the sum that may be raised by bills [of exchange]’.11

Relying on local merchants to help supply essentials such as money therefore also
drew the imperial state into colonial politics. By virtue of their wealth and status,
mercantile elites in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and the Chesapeake led political
groupings or factions that were held together by friendship, marriage, and common
social and religious institutions, but also to some extent by shared outlooks that drew,
as Jack Greene, Alan Tully and others have shown, on very high levels of ideological
engagement over political, religious and economic issues.12 Most recently, Marc
Egnal has argued that several groups in major colonies such as Massachusetts, New
York, Pennsylvania and Virginia pushed an aggressively expansionist agenda from
the 1740s that linked the public interest with the immediate settlement of frontiers
such as the Ohio valley and Great Lakes as economic resources in their own right and
as buffers against French and Native American aggression.13 ‘Although self-interest,
religious convictions and national origins helped to shape the membership of this
patriotic group’, he argues, ‘what truly brought these individuals together was their
dedication to the rapid development of the New World’, and until the 1760s or the
10
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1770s many felt that the military and naval power of the British state offered them the
means to do so.14 Egnal contrasts them with the ‘non-expansionists’, who favoured a
slower pace of economic growth and social change, and a more conservative approach
to defence that avoided the costs and risks of provoking French and Native reprisals.
Though by this point rarely more than loose groupings of overlapping attitudes and
interests, such factions or parties inflected the commercial networks of these colonies.

These close overlaps between economic and political interests and the power and the
purpose of the state helped to fuel concerns about corruption in both North America
and the British Isles. Bernard Bailyn was the first to show that it was one of the most
important themes in American political discourse before the Revolution, as writers
accused the imperial state of bribing supporters with patronage in return for signing
away their liberties to a corrupt and tyrannical regime.15 The allocation of military
contracts was a key mechanism and Gary Nash, for instance, has commented on the
‘dubious patriotism by merchants who were fattening their purses on English supply
contracts’, to the fury of both local elites and British officials.16 One such example
came at the opening of the French and Indian War in 1755, when William Shirley –
governor of Massachusetts, and commander-in-chief of the expedition to Niagara –
placed large contracts for provisions with his secretary William Alexander and son-inlaw John Erving in Massachusetts, and their business partners Peter van Brugh
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Livingston and Lewis Morris in New York.17 There were similar worries in Britain
about the unchecked growth of the imperial state, the abuses of contractors, and the
corrosive effects of corruption on liberty.18 Prime ministers such as Robert Walpole
and the duke of Newcastle were accused in the 1740s and 1750s of giving contracts to
supporters for their own political ends, and radical politicians such as William Pitt the
Elder rode to power on the back of his campaigns against the ministerial corruption.
When Shirley was recalled in 1756 after the failure of the Niagara expedition, his
opponents in both America and Britain used these accusations of corruption to try to
discredit Shirley and the ministry.19 Worries about corruption, the private interests of
contractors and its destructive influence of money on the public interest was therefore
an important element in the politics of both the British Isles and North America.

While these concerns have generally been taken at face value, not least because
instances of real and systematic corruption did exist, recent work has questioned how
representative this was of either politics or government in the eighteenth century.20
For instance, my own study of military finance in the early eighteenth century argues
that officials ran private financial operations alongside public remittances in order to
plug the gaps that opened up.21 Norman Baker, Gordon Bannerman and others have

Theodore Thayer, ‘The army contractors for the Niagara campaign, 1755-1756’, William and Mary
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defended the reputation of contractors in Britain in the mid-eighteenth century, noting
that major provisions suppliers such as Sir William Baker were mainly chosen by the
Treasury for their skills as merchants and served the public under difficult and risky
conditions. ‘The long-established impression’, Baker notes, ‘…of eighteenth century
administration as generally corrupt, inefficient and inactive needs considerable
revision’.22 Shirley placed his provisions contract in 1755 with trusted figures linked
to the ‘expansionist’ factions in New York to ensure that his proactive imperial policy
would be implemented faithfully by its supporters, so ‘there was more honesty – and a
better attempt to serve the public – than has generally been realised’.23 Accusations
of corruption arose from the Delancey faction in New York, who were less committed
to expansion and had been frozen out of the contracts by Shirley, and by their allies in
London who persecuted Shirley to discredit Newcastle. How and why matters could
be so badly misinterpreted in this way, and thus the broader question of whether
contractors in this period actually were corrupt or not, has therefore still not been
satisfactorily answered.

Examining Hunter and his transatlantic networks with contractors and agents in both
Britain and North America demonstrates that corruption seemed pervasive because
military finance was complex and opaque, and because the actions of the contractors
were open to multiple interpretations. Thomlinson and Hanbury transmitted at least
£4 million from Britain to America between 1754 and 1765 but faced scrutiny from
both the Treasury and the Audit Office, who valued economy and proper paperwork,

22
23
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and military officials, who demanded a smooth flow of cash at whatever cost.24 The
scope for misunderstandings was wide, especially once imperial forces moved into the
Ohio Valley and the Great Lakes from 1758, and on top of this the contractors also
had to manage relations with local merchants in order to build trust and to maintain
access to cash and credit. These demands were ‘urgent, valid but also fundamentally
irreconcilable’, and by favouring one set of priorities over another, such as by using
their own friends and allies as additional agents or insisting on rates of exchange that
seemed to promise them immense private profits, the contractors necessarily appeared
inefficient and even corrupt to the departments such as the Treasury who lost out.25
Yet by employing political allies the ministry gained a loyal set of contractors who
were fully invested in the success of their venture and transmitted this loyalty to their
trusted agents, who then in turn hired their friends to provide the army in America
with more reliable access to the networks of trust that underpinned transatlantic trade,
and manipulated the rates of exchange to offset the costs of remittance. Looking first
at the contractors in London, then their agents in Williamsburg and Philadelphia, then
on the frontier in the Ohio Valley, shows that a chain of trust created by personal and
political loyalty connected them together but appeared corrupt only to outsiders.

-II-

The immediate cause of the French and Indian War was a skirmish at Jumonville Glen
near the Ohio River in May 1754, where a small party of Virginian militiamen and

LBGA, A/12/4/D/105, #8969, ‘Account of Bills of Exchange drawn on the Contractors for Payment
of the Troops in America, from 1 January 1756 to 28 April 1767, rec’d from C[harles] W[ard]
Apthorp’ (n.d.); #8965, Barclay to Steele, [not dated but circa 1791].
25
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Mingo warriors under George Washington were ignominiously driven out of the Ohio
Country by French forces.26 He was there because of pressure from expansionists in
Virginia, noted above, to settle these regions in competition with French and Native
opponents. The outlook of such groups provided a basis for cooperation with each
other and with factions in the imperial government, where politicians such as George
Montagu-Dunk, earl of Halifax and president of the Board of Trade, hoped to make
use of these groups to confront French expansion and consolidate imperial power.27
‘The assertion … of British hegemony in America required … an ability to negotiate
with colonists, incentivizing them to commit to a greater geopolitical vision than their
own horizons afforded’, Andrew Beaumont has recently noted, ‘… [and] to encourage
Britons and colonists alike to become stakeholders and shareholders in a new, bluewater vision of the empire’s future’.28 This represented a major ideological break
with the previous policies of salutary neglect that had largely characterised British
policy towards its colonial territories in the early eighteenth century, and by meant
that by 1754 there were groups in the ascendant on both sides of the Atlantic who
favoured aggressive imperial expansion, providing the basis for an alliance of shared
interests between the imperial state and colonial elites. Contractors who had a foot in
both worlds helped to bring these two sides closer together and would provide a
reliable and loyal instrument for effecting this shared imperial policy.

Fred Anderson, The crucible of war: the Seven Years’ War and the fate of empire in British North
America, 1754-1766 (London, 2000) pp. 42-65.
27
For a summary of this debate, see Doron Ben-Atar, ‘The American Revolution’, in Robin Winks and
William Roger Louis, eds., The Oxford History of the British Empire, volume V: Historiography
(Oxford, 1999) pp. 101-3 and Egnal's response in Egnal, Mighty empire pp. xi-xviii. My reading of
Halifax has been significantly shaped by Andrew Beaumont’s recent reassessment: see Andrew D. M.
Beaumont, Colonial America and the Earl of Halifax, 1748-1761 (Oxford, 2015) pp. 82-110.
28
Beaumont, Earl of Halifax p. 11; Anderson, Crucible of war pp. 68-72, 85-93.
26
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Events in the Ohio Valley allowed Halifax and his allies to stampede Newcastle and
the cabinet into action. In December 1754 it was agreed that two British regiments
would be sent from Ireland to Virginia under Major-General Edward Braddock, who
would collaborate with the provincial governors to organise two simultaneous
campaigns that would to drive the French from the Ohio Valley and the Great
Lakes.29 The latter would be led by William Shirley, a protégé whom Halifax had
appointed governor of Massachusetts in 1752. As noted above, Shirley drew strongly
on his political allies in New York during the Niagara expedition. The foray into the
Ohio would be executed in cooperation with Robert Dinwiddie, whom Halifax had
likewise appointed governor of Virginia in 1751.30 Dinwiddie shared his views and
had aligned himself closely with the expansionist faction in Virginia and their vehicle,
the Ohio Company, which would help supply provisions to Braddock’s expedition in
1755.31 Although the intention was therefore to draw heavily on the resources of their
political allies in North America it was recognised that immense sums of money were
still required from Britain, and in November 1754 the Treasury therefore signed a
remittance contract with John Thomlinson and John Hanbury, merchants of London,
to remit these sums to North America.32 With the addition of Arnold Nesbitt and Sir
George Colebrooke they would serve as remittance contractors for the remainder of
the Seven Years War, supplying money to British forces as they overcame their initial

29
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failures between 1755 and 1757 and pushed further into the interior, capturing Fort
Duquesne and the Ohio Valley in 1758 and Quebec, Montreal and the region around
Canada and the Great Lakes in 1759 and 1760.

The agreement required the contractors to remit a fixed quota of funds to the army
each month and pay its additional or ‘extraordinary’ needs on the spot on the basis of
requisitions by the commander-in-chief. They would get the cash from the Treasury
in London and either purchase gold and silver coin to send to their agents in Boston
and Williamsburg or use the money to answer the bills of exchange drawn on them
from North America by their agents. These would be sold for cash to the colonial
merchants of Boston and Williamsburg seeking to pay their suppliers in Britain, who
would receive the bills and present them to the contractors for payment. Among the
most important qualifications for remittance contracting were therefore financial
solvency, extensive financial connections and an excellent reputation among the
merchants in North America for trust and reliability, which would ensure that their
bills were not rejected by colonial merchants. Hanbury and Thomlinson offered all
three. Hanbury was a Quaker merchant who controlled the largest single share of the
Chesapeake tobacco trade, a process that involved raising large sums to extend credit
to planters.33 When he died in 1758 he was replaced by his nephews Capel and
Osgood Hanbury, who had the same advantages. Thomlinson had similar links to
New England.34 They hoped that these qualifications would not only allow them to
keep up a regular flow of remittances to the army in North America but also to save

33
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the public money by beating down the rates that colonial merchants offered for their
bills. ‘As [our] bills will be certain of being punctually paid, and sooner than the bills
in trade’, they noted to Hunter in 1754, ‘… and no charges of sending them out to the
outports and negotiating them, we think they should bear a higher exchange than any
other bills’.35 In return they would receive a total of two percent commission.

The contractors were therefore selected without open competition, laying the Treasury
open to accusations of favouritism, but Gordon Bannerman has argued that there was
some justification for acting this way since only a small group of financiers had the
capacity to discharge these contracts effectively.36 A shared political vision was also
clearly a factor. Thomlinson had been colonial agent for New Hampshire since 1734
and had consistently pushed an expansionist line, and his contacts in New England
backed Shirley and his plans in the 1740s and 1750s.37 Hanbury had been the agent in
London for the Ohio Company since 1748, and later helped to broker the compromise
in Pennsylvania in 1755 that saw the Quaker party withdraw from the assembly in
favour of the – expansionist – ‘proprietary party’.38 Appointing both Hanbury and
Thomlinson as remittance contractors therefore embedded them into a wider partisan
framework of imperial rule, united by shared agendas and interests, at the expense of
Newcastle and his ally Sir William Baker, a major provisions contractor whose agents

35
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in Massachusetts had opposed Shirley in the 1740s.39 Thomas Pownall, Halifax’s ally
and protégé, noted in December 1756 that ‘by reasons of … my friends Mr Hanbury
and Mr Thomlinson, all is as one would wish in the City [of London]’.40 The contract
was therefore simultaneously a patriotic proposition and a commercial transaction for
the contractors, and they consequently took care to balance both priorities in their own
business and in their correspondence with their agents. ‘The whole tone of the
Contractors’ … letters [to their agents]’, as one of Barclay’s memorials later justly put
it, ‘breathes such a laudable spirit of economy throughout the whole business of their
contract as manifestly evinces their uprightness and integrity’.41

For a start, Thomlinson and Hanbury both dug deep and drew on private networks to
support public business. Hanbury was already borrowing heavily from the Quaker
banking house of Freame & Barclay to support his planters in the Chesapeake, for
example, and the house’s year-end balances show that loans to Hanbury tripled from
an average of £5,700 between 1745 and 1754 to about £14,000 in 1755 and more than
£46,000 in 1757.42 Their loans to the partners for their contract grew from nothing in
1754 to £9,860 at the end of 1755 and £33,254 in 1756, then averaged nearly £19,000
a year between 1757 and 1761. The partners also hired an experienced bullion-broker
named George Masterman ‘to purchase (under their direction) foreign coin when it
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might be most advantageously bought in the City of London’, and used their private
connections in 1757 as wartime shortages drove coins out of circulation. They noted
in December for instance that ‘the Bank [of England] have refused to exchange with
us …, [but the] East India Company once gratified us in a large sum … and we have
at times borrowed milled dollars off our friends’.43 The addition of Colebrooke and
Nesbitt to the partnership opened up new sources of cash, and by 1763 the contractors
had also borrowed at least £63,000 from Colebrooke & Lessingham and £51,000 from
Cliffe, Walpole & Clarke, and had put up £113,450 of their own money.44 ‘There can
be no doubt the Treasury did not always issue money when the Contactors applied for
it previous to 1765’, Colebrooke later noted, ‘… [and] that the Contractors did at
times advance money out of their own pockets or through their banker, especially
towards the close of a year’.45

-III-

The actions of the contractors in London therefore mirrored their intentions, as stated
not only to the Treasury but also in their private letters to their agents in America,
where there was no need for artifice, deception, falsity or pretence, that they had the
interests of the public at heart. ‘We can place such a confidence [in you]’, they wrote
to Hunter and Apthorp in December 1754, for example, ‘as to have no doubt but that
you … will execute the Trust reposed in such a manner as will be to the satisfaction of
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all parties’.46 Their agents would therefore be allowed a reasonable compensation,
but the contractors insisted in return on honest and loyal conduct, to themselves and to
the public. ‘Our reputations, together with our fortunes, and those of our securities,
are engaged for the just performance of this contract’, they continued, ‘and we hope
… it will be thought and looked upon as … an affair well worth your attending to and
performing in the exactest manner, and with the utmost care, in saving and gaining as
much as possible for the Crown, which we have much at heart’.47 They eventually
sent about £1.26 million in gold and silver coin was sent from London between 1756
and 1765 for the ‘northern department’ in the Great Lakes and Canada, and a further
£1.85 million was raised by their agents in Boston and New York by selling bills of
exchange.48 The remaining £900,000 or so of the £3.5 million received after 1756
was paid over by their agent John Hunter to the army in the ‘southern department’
covering the Ohio Valley and the Carolinas. His letters and evidence from other
military officials shows that he fulfilled these duties as far as possible, both because
he felt personally obliged to Hanbury and politically engaged with the outcome, even
if his actions sometimes appeared corrupt to imperial officials with other priorities.

The main challenge that Hunter faced was the management of his cash supply. As
noted above, gold and silver coin was very scarce in North America, and as Hanbury
and Thomlinson began to experience difficulties raising it in London in 1757 Hunter
was increasingly forced to raise cash by his selling bills of exchange at the quarterly
courts at Williamsburg, where planters and merchants settled tobacco prices, balanced
their books, and looked for bills to remit their profits home. ‘[The] quarterly court at
46
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Williamsburg … [is] the best opportunity of raising money in that country’, one
military official noted in 1759, but the market tended to be highly volatile and it
required very careful management to prevent merchants exploiting Hunter’s urgent
need for specie and driving the prices up.49 ‘This kingdom is … exhausted of both
gold and silver’, the contractors told their agents in April 1759, for instance, ‘ … but
let not a single soul [in America] besides know it, as its getting abroad must be fatal,
by putting you wholly in the power of the merchants’.50 Even without these problems
bills had to be spaced out so that they would not all fall due in London at once and
overwhelm the contractors, since this would make it necessary to borrow money to
answer them, ‘and … the interest would eat up our commission’.51 Selling large
numbers of bills would glut the market in Williamsburg and drive down the rate of
exchange, losing the public money on the deal. Although dolling the bills out with
care would accordingly limit the supply and hold up the rate of exchange, if taken to
extremes it might then drive the price of bills so high that the merchants would buy
bills elsewhere or even ship specie home directly, leaving far less available for the use
of the army.52 Furthermore, restricting the sale of bills would prevent Hunter from
being left with large ‘dead’ balances of his cash on his hands in Philadelphia, but
sudden demands from the army for cash would then spell disaster by exhausting his
small cash supply and leaving the army without any money at all.
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Hunter therefore had to balance a number of competing, even contradictory, priorities,
but nevertheless enjoyed considerable success. In 1755 he swept the region clean of
some £120,000 in coin support Braddock’s forces, to the extent that Dinwiddie was
still complaining six months later that there was only about £20,000 in coin left in the
region for the provincial forces.53 Since this shortfall meant that it now took longer
for merchants to collect specie needed to purchase bills, Hunter then decided to ignore
his instructions from the contractors and adopt the risky practice of selling the bills on
credit to reliable merchants, ‘the payments of which were made in small sums as
those creditors would have the money by the sale of their commodities’.54 Merchants
and retailers would therefore buy bills early in the year but pay later once their goods
were sold, and the process therefore required careful management from Hunter, not
only to ensure that the flow of cash was maintained but also to prevent the bills being
sold to unreliable persons who would not be able to deliver the cash when required.
Indeed, by August 1760 he had balances open worth about £70,000 and grew so
concerned at the possibility of default that he began to close them down, ‘[to] put a
stop a stop to this painful practice of trusting; if not entirely, at least only to those who
to all human appearance are as safe as the Bank [of England]’.55 The vital service that
Hunter offered the contractors was therefore to determine for them who were really to
be trusted within a commercial system built essentially on credit and reputation,
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Beyond managing the flow of money Hunter also had to manage the rate of exchange
that he accepted for his bills and bargain hard with merchants doing what they could
to drive it down.56 By employing him as an agent the contractors were able to trade as
they had hoped on their excellent reputation, and to sell bills at a 2½ to 5 per cent
premium above par or the usual rate of exchange, which was then brought to account
as a profit for the public. This had to be balanced though against the risks of running
short and leaving the army in the lurch. In the winter of 1758, for instance, shortages
of cash threatened to undermine the entire British position in North America.57
Hunter had to find £60,000 to help pay the wagoneers hired for the expedition into the
Ohio country that summer, ‘[and although] I have made every probable effort and
exerted every faculty to keep up the exchange in this city’, he told the contractors,
‘…those large demands will oblige me, though with the greatest reluctance, to follow
the stream … [as] the service must not be impeded on any consideration, and I am
oblige[d] to raise money on the best terms in my power’.58 Hunter’s expertise and
skill in balancing these competing demands therefore made a major contribution to
the effectiveness of imperial forces in North America, and the contractors rewarded
him accordingly. Besides the one percent commission they hinted at more intangible
and largely incidental benefits such as ‘the introduction it will be to you to the
principal officers, from whom many acceptable commissions may arise … [and] the
foundation this may lay, by your conducting this affair to the satisfaction of the Lords
of the Treasury, of bringing you into sundry beneficial concerns’.59
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Though these generous allowances later excited the concerns of the Audit Office, as
an example of the featherbedding driven by the urge for profit, Hunter’s letters
confirm that neither he nor the contractors saw themselves as engaged in a purely
commercial transaction. Beyond their personal loyalties to each other, which would
have caused Hunter to take account for their wishes for honesty and efficiency in the
conduct of public business, he was already part of the expansionist grouping in
Virginia. As a planter and merchant who had been Hanbury’s factor or agent in the
Chesapeake for some years, he had strong links with Dinwiddie and his allies, and
supplied victuals and shipping for regiments passing through Virginia on their way to
the Ohio Valley and the Great Lakes in 1755 and 1756.60 He therefore moved in the
same political or partisan circles as Hanbury and his allies in Virginia, and remained
their agent in 1760 despite ‘the many difficulties, risques and other numberless
disagreeable circumstances that attended this important business’ because of his
loyalty to the public and the contractors, who persuaded him ‘that the affair was of too
great consequence to be trusted to any but one they could depend on’.61 ‘By this
evasion I was continued to act, much against my inclination’, he later told Barclay,
‘[and] I mention this circumstance to prove that, so far from acting for less
commission, … I wished from my soul to be entirely acquitted from acting at all’.

This reassessment of Hunter’s intentions and loyalties makes it possible to examine
again the clash in 1756 between Hunter and William Johnston, the deputy paymaster,
in which each side violently accused the other of corruption. Johnston persuaded the
60
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commander-in-chief, Lord Loudoun, to pay out the silver dollar to the troops at the
rate it carried in New York of 4s 8d sterling per dollar and all other gold and silver
specie in fixed proportions by their face values.62 His argument was that this would
be more convenient for his paperwork and help to prevent the contractors and their
agents from engrossing the five percent difference between the lower intrinsic values
of the coins purchased by the contractors elsewhere and the higher face values they
were worth when handed over to the paymaster by the contractors in Philadelphia and
New York.63 He claimed that Hunter had invited him to share the profits. ‘Mr Hunter
… said a profit would accrue to me of the commission at least, and if the exchange
grew higher the profit would still be more’, he told Loudon, ‘… [which] was so
advantageous a proposal to me, and no disservice to the public, that he imagined I
would not reject it, especially as Mr Hunter intended this proposal out of mere
friendship to me’.64 Johnston then persuaded Loudoun to report this to the Treasury.
‘This was a plan of Mr Hunter in Virginia, who is Mr Hanbury’s agent in this
country’, Loudoun wrote to them, and said it had produced ‘a very great profit to the
contractors or their agents’, such as £1,400 from a consignment of broken silver sent
to New York by Hunter, paid out to the troops at its face value, then bought up at its
lower market value and shipped back to Virginia where it was current.65
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In the sole study of this affair, Pargellis accepted these accusations at face value and
argued that the contractors successfully persuaded the Treasury to let them continue to
defraud the men for the rest of the war.66 In fact there were excellent reasons for the
contractors and their agents to insist on paying all coins by weight rather than by face
value. Taking a broader view than Johnston, they demonstrated to the Treasury that
the dollar was rated or priced at 5s in Halifax but 4s 8d in New York and only 4s 2d in
the West Indies, and at various rates in the intermediate colonies. Fixing the value of
the dollar at 4s 8d across the entire continent and making it a standard for other coins
would lead to even greater disproportions and complaints among the troops stationed
outside New York, and would also make it more difficult to supply specie for the
army when dollars could not be obtained. Paying coins by their intrinsic value in
bullion as Hunter proposed would therefore ensure ‘that neither the soldier be obliged
to receive his money at an advanced value, as is the case in Nova Scotia, nor the
public be subjected to pay money at less than its real value in compliance with the
imperfect regulations of any particular colony’.67 Even the contractors themselves did
not fully understand Hunter’s proposals – ‘the plan, as not being Mr Hanbury’s own,
he did not then perfectly understand it, so failed of convincing me’, Loudoun recalled
– but they trusted Hunter so implicitly that they not only defended him before the
Treasury but also accused Johnston in turn of plotting to defraud the Treasury by
drawing bills at false rates of exchange.68 ‘I can’t tell your Lordship the precise
purport of it … nor can I presently say there appears a collusion [by Johnston]’,
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Pownall told Loudoun, ‘but I believe the contractors and Treasury think that the
profits have arisen from hence to private purposes to the detriment of the public’.

Charges of corruption therefore arose because Hunter and Johnston saw the public
service in different terms. As a key official of the Pay Office in New York, Johnston
only saw that Hunter was manipulating the coinage for his own interests; as a loyal
agent of the contractors, charged with supplying coin to the army not just in New
York but the whole continent to the south, Hunter felt that Johnston was obstructing
the public service for selfish reasons. Both sides strongly put their point of view to
the Treasury, which proved unable to choose between these two views of the public
interest and eventually supported the contractors in December 1756 until Loudoun
appealed to his patron the Duke of Cumberland as commander-in-chief of the army
and secured his political influence in February 1757.69 In a situation where even the
Treasury was initially uncertain where the public interest lay, charges of corruption
were therefore inevitable where contractors and officials each found themselves
obstructed by the other. Failures of trust meant that genuine disagreements about
public administration were blamed on wilful obstruction and outright corruption, but
where trust existed, Hanbury and Thomlinson were prepared to fight Hunter’s corner,
even though they admitted that they did not fully understand what was in that corner.
The same combination of trust, mistrust and misapprehension helps to explain why
Hunter’s decision to hire an additional agent in Philadelphia but send the bill to the
Treasury came to be seen as corrupt when the Audit Office began to examine it.
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-IV-

‘In Virginia, where I resided, and where the war commenced, I raised all the money
that could be raised’, Hunter later remembered, ‘… and [as] it was found that all the
money that could be raised in all the colonies was often short of the demands that
were made, this could not be done but by deputies in each colony’.70 It was also
envisaged that the agents would pay over cash directly to military officials in these
places, who would then have the task of transporting it to the armies in the field, ‘but
… the Publick Service compelled them to make their deliveries from Louisbourg to
South Carolina and the Havana [in Cuba] and to attend the armies into situations very
remote from either Williamsburg or Boston’, the contractors later noted, ‘… which
created the necessity for employing and entrusting a correspondent number of
subordinate Agents’.71 In the northern department the agents followed the army
headquarters from Boston to New York, Albany, Halifax and Quebec. In the southern
department Hunter was forced to transfer his operations to Philadelphia, which was
better placed geographically and commercially to support further excursions into the
Ohio Valley, where an expedition under Major-General John Forbes captured the
crucial French fortress of Fort Duquesne and installed a garrison there in November
1758.72 Once again the Audit Office accused him of corruptly inflating his costs, but
Hunter had in fact served the public interest as he and his political allies perceived it.

As the largest city on the eastern seaboard by the 1750s and one of its most important
commercial centres, Philadelphia had a very large amount of specie in circulation and
a healthy appetite for reliable bills of exchange, which even attracted merchants and
70
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factors from Williamsburg.73 It was therefore a natural place to raise money for the
army by offering bills of exchange on Thomlinson and Hanbury in London, not least
because the money could immediately be turned over to the merchants who delivered
provisions to the army and had to pay their own suppliers in cash. Both Hunter and
John Hanbury knew Benjamin Franklin and initially looked to him to help them raise
cash by selling some of the bills of exchange drawn on London.74 Indeed, when the
contractors wrote directly to Hunter in April 1756 to ask him to find a ‘trusty person’
as sub-agent in Philadelphia, it was Franklin they suggested. However Franklin was
on the point of leaving the province for London as Pennsylvania’s agent to Britain, so
Hunter instead chose the merchant John Nelson, ‘the first [i.e. best] man in that place
to undertake it’.75 Nelson’s background is unclear but he seems to have been an
established merchant and one of the founding members of the St Andrew’s Society in
1749, which Egnal has argued was one of the ‘expansionist conclaves’ in the city that
had emerged by the 1750s.76 As in Virginia the politics of the province were broadly
divided between the more conservative ‘Quaker party’ and the more expansionist
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‘proprietary party’.77 The latter brought together both frontier settlers and wealthy
Philadelphia merchants with an interest in settling the Ohio Valley, so the choice of
Nelson may have helped to plug Hunter directly into the same type of expansionist
alliances he already knew from Virginia. To keep an eye on his new deputy, but only
because ‘as I did not think [him] so good an accountant as I wanted’, Hunter made
Nelson enter a partnership with his secretary, James Balfour, ‘an exceedingly good
accountant, as a check and assistant’.78

The benefit of having Nelson as a permanent agent in Philadelphia was that he could,
like Hunter in Williamsburg, manage the sale of bills more precisely and efficiently,
though he was at times forced to adopt the same expedients as Hunter to smooth out
the flow of money to the army. ‘You and all here well know that it was impossible to
sell a sufficient quantity of bills without giving credit’, he later noted to Hunter, but
this had enabled him ‘oftentimes 2½ pct more than what was going [for the rate of
exchange]’. The deputy-paymaster in the city confirmed in June 1760 that ‘there have
been such large demands here and so many sellers of bills that the exchange has been
long much below par, [but] the Agents have sold at a higher exchange than others, by
giving credit for their bills’.79 Like Hunter he also used his own money to ‘endorse’
or guarantee the bills he sold, ‘by which they made themselves liable for the payment
of them’ and therefore secured a better price from the buyers, and the contractors told
77
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the Audit Office that they ‘well deserved the commission they charged of £1 per cent,
as the usual terms for endorsing bills in America was 2½ per cent’.80 Finally, Nelson
reminded Hunter after the war that it was ‘well-known how many thousands I have
borrowed and advanced until cash could be raised on bills’, helping to bridge the gap
between remittances and keep the army in the field. As the contractors later put it in
their submission to the Audit Office, employing Nelson and other agents had served
the army and the public interest as it had both encouraged and enabled them to borrow
‘large sums of upon their own personal security when the exigencies of the service
required it, as at the opening of a campaign, and upon other interesting occasions, in
order to prevent the most remote disappointment to the public’.81

By devolving day-to-day business to Nelson, Hunter was also able to focus on matters
of policy and work with his political contacts in Virginia and Pennsylvania to keep the
army supplied. For example, both Hunter and Nelson were experiencing difficulties
raising money for the army in the summer of 1759, even on credit, and the gains from
selling bills of exchange in North America dropped from a small profit of £712 in the
first half of 1758 to a loss of £5,963 in the following year.82 The deputy-paymaster of
the army in the northern department complained about ‘the distress the service has
been put to for want of remittances from home, and the incapacity of the Contractors
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Agents’ supplying me’.83 Hunter and his counterpart in New York were required to
take drastic action. ‘I was obliged to go from Virginia to Philadelphia to attempt
borrowing on my own credit a sum of money’, he recalled, ‘and by my interest with
Mr William Allen, Dr Franklin and other leading men in the Assembly I obtained an
Act for the Loan of £50,000 … without any charge of interest to Government’.84
Allen was the leader of the proprietary party in Philadelphia and chief justice of the
province, and an ally of the attorney-general Benjamin Chew, who succeeded him as
chief justice in 1774.85 ‘Col. Hunter’s conduct appears to have been unimpeachable’,
David Barclay later noted to Chew in 1789, ‘and the Assembly of Pennsylvania’s
liberality in lending that gentleman a large sum without interest upon his bills on the
Contractors’ was proof of their zeal for the public service’.86 Hunter’s colleague in
New York was likewise successful in securing a loan for £150,000 from the assembly
of the province.87 As Halifax and the contractors had apparently hoped, their agents
could draw on a wide array of ‘expansionist’ allies in these provinces to support the
aggressive military posture that these groups all agreed was the only viable imperial
and colonial policy. The corrupting influence of power and patronage was used to
introduce measures they hoped would ultimately support the public service.

Additional agents therefore helped Hunter and the contractors in London to expand
their network to Philadelphia, while shared obligations and loyalties then helped to
manage the additional risks this imposed. Hunter agreed to divide his commission
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between Nelson and Balfour for all the bills that their partnership handled.88 When
Balfour left in May 1758 they agreed that his share would be held in trust for the
public to cover bad debts. Although the Audit Office later thought this allowance too
generous, Nelson complained to Hunter that it had been far too stingy for the work
and risks he had undertaken, ‘reducing my commission far below the £1,000 a year
which you assured me it would be … it never was £400 [a year]’.89 Nelson had also
served without any further allowance as the de facto deputy-paymaster in Philadelphia
between 1760 and 1764, making his house ‘a public office where all the contingencies
of the army were paid, and all the whole business of a paymaster transacted’, and the
commission had not even covered the costs of clerks, stationery and house rent ‘[nor]
the loss made on paying the money, it being paid by me in such a hurrying and
confused manner’ that mistakes occurred which he was then forced to make good.90
The only reason he was prepared to put up with these losses, risks and fatigue was his
keen sense of patriotism and the personal obligations he owed Hunter by virtue of
their friendship. ‘All that could be expected from me as an Agent was that I should
employ those that I thought the most capable, and the most trustworthy’ Hunter later
privately noted, so he had chosen ‘two [men i.e. Nelson and Balfour] … for whom I
retained a sincere friendship and opened to them every avenue of my soul’.91

-V-
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As imperial and colonial forces pushed further into the backcountry of Pennsylvania
and the Ohio Valley in 1757 and 1758 they depended even more on the contractors to
supply money to help them to overcome the formidable challenges of warfare on the
frontiers.92 Some merchants in Philadelphia were happy to be paid directly by
Nelson; as the deputy-paymaster noted in April 1760, ‘if the provisions etc. for the
army to the westward be carried by land, almost all the contingent expense of it will
be paid to people residing in the city, by bills drawn on the money-contractors’ agent
here [in Philadelphia]’.93 However, it was also necessary to furnish money within the
backcountry itself to provide soldiers with their subsistence payments and enable
officers such as the quartermaster-general Sir John St Clair to purchase supplies from
local farmers, who did not trust paper money and would only accept specie or notes of
hand from trusted merchants.94 The contractors later told the Audit Office that the
decision to hire further sub-agents had not been an example of corruption but rather a
sensible response to the problems this caused. Once again, examining their own
correspondence and the letters produced by military officials suggests that the army
experienced considerable issues when sub-agents were absent, and that Hunter and
Nelson employed both friends and political allies so as to place their business in the
hands of reliable agents, and not from their self-interested desire to use patronage and
perks to corrupt their colonial networks or to line their own pockets.
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The frontier or backcountry beyond the eastern seaboard was critically short of cash,
which drained away to Philadelphia and New York to purchase manufactures and
other essentials.95 Commerce depended on highly intricate networks of book credit
and obligations that were backed up by personal trust and reputation and were largely
closed to outsiders. The same was true in South Asia, and Bayly notes that ‘on the
fragile fringes of the settled economy the revenue system remained dependent on the
goodwill and investment of Indian traders’, who worked through networks of contacts
based in provincial and local markets such as bazaars, qasbahs or ganjs that were the
commercial, financial, judicial and political centres for their localities.96 New frontier
towns such as Lancaster, Carlisle and Winchester served much the same role in the
backcountry of North America, and to avoid the costs and risks of shipping specie out
from Williamsburg or Philadelphia, Hunter would have to find contacts who could tap
into these local networks of private trust to find cash for the army and its suppliers.97
In particular, to capture the strategic Fort Duquesne in the Ohio valley and build Fort
Pitt in 1758 and 1759, large amounts of money were needed to support the forces
under Henry Bouquet garrisoned along the fragile lines of communication that
stretched from Philadelphia via intermediate towns such as Lancaster and Carlisle.98
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Fortunately the integration of these towns into wider political networks, especially the
‘proprietary group’ that knit together Philadelphia merchants and frontier settlers,
offered the means to incorporate local merchants into the contractors’ networks. In
the town of Lancaster the army was supplied with provisions and wagons by Edward
Shippen, a leading merchant and politician with very close links to the proprietary
party, who drew bills of exchange on Nelson and persuaded local retailers and traders
to offer him cash for them in return.99 ‘I see I have a credit for £1,000 on said Mr
John Nelson’, he noted to Colonel Henry Bouquet in May 1759, for example, ‘for
which I shall endeavour to get money here on my bills [on him] in small sums’.100
Further west in York, another supporter of the proprietary party named George
Stevenson was appointed to sell bills on both Shippen and Nelson to raise cash for the
army and to purchase oats for horses. ‘What cash can be got in this town … [will be
got]’, he boasted, ‘and [I] will draw for no more on Mr Shippen than can’t be
avoided’.101 Hunter also used Daniel Wolstenholme, factor in Maryland to Messrs
Hanbury, to raise a further £20,000 for the army.102 Wolstonholme was a merchant
and planter who had also supplied provisions to Hunter for the provincial troops sent
into the Ohio Valley.103 Even at this granular level, personal linkages and political
contacts could therefore help Hunter and Nelson to scrape up small amounts of cash
that went a long way in the backcountry and helped keep the army in the field.
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The consequences when such agents were absent can be seen in the town of Carlisle,
the last major settlement before Fort Duquesne and thus a very important jumping-off
point for the army. One of the provisions contractors reported to Bouquet that it was
impossible to raise money locally by selling bills as Shippen and Stevenson had done
in Lancaster and York, and another noted in July 1759 that without an agent to raise
cash and persuade people to take unfamiliar bills ‘there is no money to be had here for
drafts [i.e. bills of exchange], and I will want some immediately, for the country
people have but little faith in military payments’.104 The military engineer at the fort
told Bouquet that it was necessary to find some person in Carlisle to draw bills on
Philadelphia to raise money and keep the cash of the army, ‘which would give ready
springs of action to the people’.105 Four years later Bouquet was still complaining to
Amherst that they were finding it impossible to raise money without an agent of the
contractors, and suggested that Hunter be ordered to lodge a certain amount of cash at
Carlisle ‘as the country people complain at being obliged to go to Philadelphia for
their pay’.106 Amherst replied that he could not detach a deputy-paymaster to raise
money there, ‘[and] I cannot oblige the money contractors to issue it at Carlisle’,
making it clear not only the convenience that the army enjoyed from having subagents on the frontiers but also that the public service this provided arose entirely
from the voluntary efforts of Hunter, Nelson and the other contractors. As they later
noted to the Audit Office, ‘the difficulties of furnishing [money] increased tenfold
when the army was dispersed over the whole Continent, and if the Contractors’
Agents had not exerted themselves in an uncommon degree to procure and furnish
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money in many different parts, one half of the army must have been employed to
escort money to the other half’.107

-V-

Between 1756 and 1765 about £3.5 million passed through the hands of the money
contractors and their agents in North America. Two percent or nearly £70,000 was
paid to Messrs Thomlinson, Hanbury, Colebrooke and Nesbitt in commission. Close
to £3.1 million went through to the northern department and netted the agents in New
York and Boston a further commission of £30,000.108 The other £400,000 passed
through the southern department, and Hunter and his sub-agents split just over £9,000
between them.109 The contractors therefore charged the public about three percent
commission or half as much again as the original contract, and it would have been
remiss of the Audit Office not to query these charges when the accounts came to be
re-opened in the 1780s, though politics undoubtedly played a role too. Not only had
the rise of the movement for Economical Reform in the wake of defeat in America
encouraged a renewed interest in uncovering corruption, but the contractors had also
aligned themselves with the Rockinghamite whigs in the 1760s and 1770s and were
therefore left exposed when their party found itself in opposition in 1783.110 At the
Treasury, William Pitt did little to prevent the Audit Office reopening an investigation
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in the 1780s that might help discredit his political opponents while also potentially
recovering public funds that had been lost through corruption and malfeasance.

The contractors responded to this attack on their public record with the argument that
the cost of employing so many sub-agents, about £40,000 in total, was not an example
of corruption but a moderate recognition of the convenience they had offered to the
army and the profits they had brought to the public through their management of the
rate of exchange. The auditors had to write off about £73,000 in bad debts incurred
by the contractors in Boston and Quebec but this was largely offset by the £60,000 or
so that Hunter and the agents claimed they had gained for the public by selling their
bills over and above the usual rates of exchange. As Colebrooke noted in 1764,
‘whenever the auditor inspects our accounts he will find our bills were always sold at
a better exchange (though a losing one) than private people’s during the same period
of time’.111 The contractors therefore argued that they were therefore being unfairly
accused of corruption. ‘By the zealous, faithful and upright discharge of their duty
under a series of great and uncommon difficulties they have gained for the public an
emolument … sufficient to countervail that loss’, they stated to the Audit Office, ‘….
[and] they cannot but think themselves entitled to every degree of national
indulgence, if not to national praise.’112

Close attention to the mechanics of military remittance and the letters not only of the
contractors and their agents but also other imperial officials and colonial merchants
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has suggested that this attitude was not an a mere act or smokescreen, put up to blind
the Treasury to their malfeasance and misappropriation. Instead, the contractors and
their agents saw themselves as a bridge or intermediary between imperial and colonial
groups who shared political aims and had a common sense of the public interest. This
is best demonstrated by the private instructions sent by the contractors to their agents
in December 1754, intended only for their private information and therefore devoid of
either artifice or pretence. ‘This is perhaps the only contract of the sort that ever was
made, and greater confidence and trust was never (that we know of) placed in any
contractors than is now placed in us’, they wrote to Hunter and his colleague, ‘[and]
therefore we are the more anxious to discharge the Trust reposed in us with advantage
to the Public and honour to ourselves’.113 Their agents used similar sets of personal
links and public obligations to build trust with colonial merchants and gain access to
cash and credit that would otherwise have been out of reach of the imperial state. As I
have shown for the early eighteenth century, ‘the importance of partisan politics, not
only in building cohesive and mutually supportive networks but [also in] helping to
establish common priorities … cannot be ignored’.114 The nexus of trust that resulted
guided the actions of agents such as Hunter and encouraged them to take steps
intended to serve the troops in North America, such as by hiring additional sub-agents
in Philadelphia and the backcountry to supply funds outside their contracted points of
disbursement and imposing monetary standards intended to support the army as a
whole rather than the convenience of individual officials of the Pay Office in New
York.
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Corruption therefore had a concrete empirical basis in this period, inasmuch as the
contractors and their agents did engage in behaviour that cut across the priorities of
individual departments such as the Treasury or the army in America, but looking at
the contractors themselves suggests that this was to serve the public interest as they
saw it. Poised uneasily between not only the various departments of the imperial
fiscal-military state but also the highly uncompromising worlds of transatlantic and
backcountry commerce and finance, the contractors did what they could to bridge this
gap. However, both imperial officials and colonists outside the circle of trust created
by shared political views saw only wilful obstruction and even outright malfeasance,
especially when their own department was deemed a lesser priority and therefore lost
out. Perceptions of corruption therefore ultimately reflected the inherently complex
nature of eighteenth century finance and administration and the failures of trust
resulting from divergent views of the public interest, as well as an inability or even
unwillingness to recognise genuine differences of opinion as anything other than
unpatriotic self-interest. This accounts not only for the close attention that the Audit
Office paid to the affairs of the contractors, even thirty years after the war had ended,
but also the high indignation of John Hunter when they then questioned his patriotism
and integrity. ‘Is there no credit given [by the Audit Office] for the great exertions
made to keep the army supplied with all demands made?’, he complained to Barclay
as the audit dragged on, adding that ‘I wish they would be impressed with the
twentieth part of the trouble, anxiety and distress that attended this manifold
disagreeable transaction. They would not hesitate a moment in the settlement of it.’115
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